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1. INTRODUCTION 
A problem of interest in differential equations is obtaining upper and lower 
bounds on the distance between consecutive zeros of a solution. Recent work 
on this topic may be found in [l] and [2]. F or second-order equations such 
questions are related to the uniqueness of solutions of certain boundary value 
problems, [3], [4]. This paper investigates the second order system 
3’(t) = fl(W~ x2(0, 4 
x2’(t) =.f2@1(9l x2(4, 4 (1) 
and finds upper and lower bounds on the distance between a zero of x1(t) 
and a zero of xs(t) and between consecutive zeros of x1(t). The work is in 
the spirit of [l] and [3] in the assumption of a Lipschitz condition of the form 
Gi(xl--1,x2-y2,t)~fi(~l,x2,t>--fi(~l,~z,t) 
< f&(x, - y1 9 x2 - y2 , t), 
/ 
L,(t) 3 + K,(t) z2 , if Zl 20, z2 2 0 
ffl(Zl 3 z2 , t) = 
h(t) 3 + K,(t) z2 , if xl d 0, z2 2 0 
h(t) z1 + G(t) z2 , if Zl < 0, z2 < 0 
L,(t) z1 + G(t) z2 , if Zl >, 0, z2 d 0 
~34 3 + K,(t) z2 , if Zl 2 a z-2  0 
Gdz, 4 L2(t) z1 + K,(t) z2 , if Zl < 0, -3 2 0 , ~2 3 = 
L2W 3 + K2P) x2 , if Zl < 0, z2 < 0 
k(t) zl + K,(f) z2 , if Zl 2 0, z2 < 0 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
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and H, , G, are similarly defined using different functions M,(1), N,(t), 
i = 1, 2. It will be assumed that Li(t), K,(S), M,(t), N,(t) are continuous. It 
will also be assumed that the equation is unforced, i.e., 
fi(O, 0, t) = 0, i = 1,2. (5) 
If (2) and (5) hold, a solution of the system (1) is also a solution of 
xl’(f) d Wx,W> x2(4, 0 
x2’(t) < H&44, 4% 9. (6) 
In view of the results in [l] and [3], it might be supposed that if solutions of 
ul'(t> = Mu, > ~2 9 9 
u,'(t) = &(u, , ~2, 4 (7) 
satisfy the same initial conditions as (6) then xi(t) would have a zero before 
#r(t) does. The following example shows that this is not the case. 
The system 
% ’ = 241 - 112 
u2 ' = u2 - u1 
with initial conditions u,(O) = 1, ~~(0) = 3 has solutions ur(t) = 2 - e2t, 
u2(t) = 2 + est. The first positive zero of ui(t) occurs at t = 4 log 2 f .35. 
For 0 < t < 5 the functions xl(t) = 1 - 2t, x2(t) = 3 - 3t satisfy 
x1’ < x1 - x2 
x2’ < x2 - x1 
and x,(O) = 1, x,(O) = 3. However, the first positive zero of xi(t) occurs at 
t = 4. 
2. COMPARISON THEOREMS 
In this section comparison theorems will be developed for use in estimating 
the zeros of solutions of (6). Consider the system 
where 
111’ = Pl(S 9 112 3 t) 
u2 ' = P2(%,U2 9 t), (8) 
P&l 9 a2 9 t) = 
I 
Jw) Ul + W) u2 9 UlU2 2 0 
J52w % + W) u2 t u92 < 0 
P2k 9 u2 P 4 = 
I 
J42(f) Ul + N,(t) u2 9 UlU2 > 0 
M,(t) Ul + W) Ul 3 up2 < 0 
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The basic comparison lemma can be most easily stated after a conversion 
to polar coordinates. Let r2 = x12 + xa2, 6’ = sin1 x,/r, p2 = u12 + u22, 
w = sin-l u2/p. Then, (8) for example, becomes 
p’ cos w - p sin WW’ = Pl(p cos W, p sin W, t) 
p’ sin w + p cos ww’ = P2(p cos W, p sin w, t). 
LEMMA 1. If e(t,,) = w(ta), then w(t) > e(t), t > t, and w(t) - e(t), 
t - 2,. 
PROOF. A simple computation shows that 
W’ = P,(cos W, sin W, t) cos w - P,(cos w, sin w, t) sin w 
and 
e, < H,(cos 0 sin 0, t), cos 8 > 0 
I ’ G,(COS 0, sin 0, t), cos B < 0 I 
cos e 
I 
G,(cos 0, sin 8, t), sin t9 > 0 - 
H,(COS 8, sin 8, t), sin e < 0 I 
sin e 
= P,(COS 8, sin 8, t) cos e - P,(COS 8, sin 8, t) sin 8. 
Subtracting and simplifying, one obtains 
where 
8’ - w’ < v(e - w), 
p’=% 
(~09 e - c0s2 W) _ K (sin2 e - sin2 0~) 
e-w 1 e-w 
I N, sin 28, sin e 3 0 I I N2 sin 2~0, sin w > 0 - 
+ 
Nl sin 28, sin e < 0 Nl sin 2~0, sin w < 0 I 
2(e - w) 
I L, l sin 28, cos  e 8 < 2 0 1 - I L, sin 26~, w, cos os w < > 0 I 
2(e - w) 
Since q~ is bounded and integrable it follows that 
or that 
v(t) - 4>1 exp [ - J v]’ e 0 
(e(t) - 4)) exp - J v 
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is monotone decreasing. Thus for t > to 
P(t) - 4)) exp - 1 v < &) - 4to) = 0 
or 
w < 49 
The other part follows similarly. 
THEOREM 1. Let fi(xI , x2 , t), i = 1, 2 satisfy (2) and (5). Suppose 
K,(t) > 0 and that two sokions of (1) and (8) sat&-fy x,(t,) = u,(t,,), 
x,(2,) = uz(t,). Then xl(t) has a zero before (to the Zeft w to the right of t,) 
q(t) does. 
PROOF. Let t, be the zero of x1(t) immediately before t, and t, be the zero 
of xl(t) immediately after t, . (One of the pair t, , t, may be taken to be to.) 
It will be supposed that x,(t) 2 0 on [tl , s t 1. A similar proof follows in the 
opposite case. Since a solution of (1) is a solution of (6), upon converting to 
polar coordinates, one has that, at B or w equal to f rrj2 + 2nr, 
8’ G - K,(t) < 0 
w’ = - K,(t) < 0. 
Hence the xi = 0 axis (or u1 = 0 axis) may be crossed only in the clockwise 
direction. Denoting the polar angle at t, by A, the above says that the next 
following zero of x1(t) or u,(t) occurs when the polar angle is the largest odd 
multiple of 7r/2 smaller than A and the last previous zero occurred when the 
polar angle was the smallest odd multiple of 7r/2 larger than A. The theorem 
now follows from Lemma 1. 
The special case that ~,(t,,) = 0 is of interest in the next section. Theorem 2, 
which will be used there, is a direct consequence of Lemma 1. 
THEOREM 2. Let the hypotheses of Theorem 1 be satisfied with 
x,&J = u,(t,) = 0. 
Then x2(t) has a zero before (to the right OY to the left of to) u,(t). 
In the same way a comparison lemma can be obtained bounding the angle 8 
on the other side. The appropriate comparison system is 
01’ = Q&I ,0-z , t> 
~2) = Q&I , wz , 4, (9) 
40911713-8 
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where 
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Denote the polar angle of the system (9) by #. 
LEMMA 2. If e&J = qq&), th en o(t) b 44th t 2 to and d(t) < #(t) fm 
t < t, . 
PROOF. From the conditions (2), (5) it follows that 
e’(t) ’ G,(cos 8, sin e), if cos 6 >, 0 
II,(cos 8, sin 6), if cos 6 < 0 
fI,(cos 8, sin e), if sin B 2 0 - 
G,(cos 8, sin 6), if sin 6 < 0 * 
The remainder of the proof follows Lemma 1. 
As a consequence of Lemma 2, one can obtain the counterparts of Theorems 
1 and 2. 
THEOREM 3. Let fi(xl , x2, t), i = 1,2, satisfy (2) and (5). Suppose 
K,(t) > 0 and that two solutions of (I) and (9) saitsfy xl(&) = v,(t,J, 
x,(t,) = w2(to). Then vi(t) has (I zero before (to the right ot to the Zeft of to) 
xl(t) does. 
THEOREM 4. Let the hypotheses of Theorem 3 be satisfied with 
Xl(&) = w,(t,) = 0. 
Then 02(t) has a zero (to the right M to the Zeft of to) before x2(t) does. 
3. ESTIMATION OF THE DISTANCE BETWEEN ZEROS 
In the special case that Lipschitz functions in the condition (2) are con- 
stants, the preceeding results provide a way of determining an explicit 
numerical bound on the distance between consecutive zeros of x1(f) (or the 
distance between a zero of x1(t) and the next zero of x2(f)). Let (2)’ denote 
condition (2) with Lipschitz constants instead of functions. Let or(A, B, C, D) 
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denote the distance between a zero of &(t) and the following zero of Z’s(t), 
where Z,(t) and Z,(t) satisfy 
2,’ = AZ, + BZ, 
Z,’ = CZ, + DZ, . (10) 
Let /3(A, B, C, D) denote the distance between a zero of Zr(t) and the previous 
zero of Zs(t). Since (10) is a system of linear equations with constant coef- 
ficients, the numbers cy(A, B, C, D) and /I(A, B, C, D) are readily computable. 
(Of course, either a: or /I may be + co.) 
THEOREM 5. Let fi(xl , x2 , t), i = 1,2, satisfy (2)’ and (5) and suppose 
Kl > 0. If @dt>, %W) is a nontrivial solution of (1) and a and b are conse- 
cutive zeros of xl(t), then 
PROOF. As observed in the proof of Theorem 1, the condition KI > 0 
assures that all solutions cross the xi axis clockwise. In particular, then, be- 
tween two consecutive zeros of x,(t) there is at least one zero of x2(t). In any 
quadrant the solutions of (8) and (9) are just solutions of a linear system with 
constant coefficients. In view of Theorems 2 and 4, the 01’s give upper and 
lower estimates on the distance from a zero of xl(t) to the next zero of x2(t) 
and the B’s give upper and lower estimates on the distance from a zero of 
xl(t) to the last previous zero of x2(t). This establishes Theorem 5. 
The second order scalar equation can be written as a system, 
Xl ‘=x 
x2 fLf( Xl, x2 3 t). 
This is the special case L, = L, = 0, KI = K, = 1, and hence P, = Qr . 
In this case the 01 and /3 defined above reduce to similar quantities defined 
in [l]. 
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